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Introduction* Symmetric Λ-spaces are specific riemannian symmetric
spaces. These spaces are canonically realized as complete connected full
parallel submanifolds of euclidean spaces and as minimal submanifolds of
certain hyperspheres in the euclidean spaces. Conversely, a complete con-
nected full parallel submanifold is congruent to the product image of imbed-
dings homothetic to the canonical imbeddings of symmetric Λ-spaces (Ferus
[3], Takeuchi [18]). Roughly speaking, symmetric jR-spaces are constructed
as follows. Take a non-degenerate Jordan triple system which is compact
and let (g, p) be the positive definite symmetric graded Lie algebra constructed
from its Jordan triple system in the Koecher's fashion, i.e., 9 = 9-ιθ9o®9ι
is a graded Lie algebra of non compact type and p is a Cartan involution of 9.
Let g=ϊφt> be the Cartan decomposition. Then there exists a unique
element z>e£ such that gμ, μ—0, ±1, are eigen spaces of ad(z>) with eigen
values v respectively. Then a symmetric J?-space is defined as the orbit of
v by the connected Lie subgroup of GL(Q) with the Lie algebra ad(ί)|£.
Here the euclidean metric on p is given by the restriction of the Killing form
of 9 to t>.
Naitoh [11] has defined notions "orthogonal Jordan triple system", "or-
thogonal symmetric graded Lie algebra". An orthogonal Jordan triple system
(V, { } , < ( ) > ) is a Jordan triple system (V, { }) with a non-degenerate sym-
metric bilinear form < > on V. Non-degenerate Jordan triple systems are
orthogonal Jordan triple systems with their trace forms. An orthogonal sym-
metric graded Lie algebra (9, p, < X) is a symmetric graded Lie algebra (9, p)
with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form <( X on p. Semi-simple
symmetric graded Lie algebras are orthogonal symmetric graded Lie algebras
with the restrictions of the Killing forms of 9 to p. Between these objects
there exists a natural one-to-one correspondence, which is the extension of
the Koecher's way. (See § 1 for these precise definitions and the correspond-
ence.) Moreover, in the above paper, we have constructed pseudo-riemannian
(*) Partially supported by the Sakkokai Foundation and the Grant-in-aid for Scientific Re-
search, No. 57740045.
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symmetric Λ-spaces from orthogonal Jordan triple systems satisfying some
condition (S) in the same way as riemannian symmetric jR-spaces. The condi-
tion (S) provides the existence of the point z>ep. (See §2 in detail.) Pseudo-
riemannian symmetric Λ-spaces are specific pseudo-riemannian symmetric
spaces.
In this paper, firstly, we will show the following. Let M be a complete
connected parallel submanifold of a pseudo-euclidean space E satisfying that,
for any point pEϊM, (1) the normal space at^> is linearly spanned by the image
of the second fundamental form at p and (2) there exists a normal vector at p
such that the shape operator for it is the identity map. Then,
(A) All such spaces M are exhausted by pseudo-riemannian symmetric
Λ-spaces (Theorem 2.6).
Moreover assume that E is a pseudo-hermitian space and that M is a totally
real submanifold of E such that dim
Λ
 M— dim
c
 E. Then;
(B) All such spaces M are exhausted by pseudo-riemannian symmetric
jR-sρaces constructed from orthogonal Jordan triple systems such that their
Jordan triple systems are associated with Jordan algebras with unity (Theorem
2.11).
Next we will show the following.
(C) Pseudo-riemannian symmetric 72-spaces are imbedded as minimal
submanifolds of certain pseudo-riemannian hyperspheres in pseudo-euclidean
spaces if and only if the associated orthogonal Jordan triple systems are non-
degenerate Jordan triple systems (Theorem 3.1).
Moreover we will list up pseudo-riemannian symmetric .R-spaces associated
with simple (non-degenerate) Jordan triple systems by using the classification
given by Neher [13, 14].
The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor M. Takeuchi
for useful comments.
1. Preliminaries
Let K be either the field R of real numbers or the field C of complex num-
bers. A Jordan triple system over K (abbreviated to JTS)y by definition, is
a finite dimensional vector space V over K with a ΛΓ-trilinear map { } : VxVx
V—*V satisfying the following two conditions:
(JTSl) {χ,y,χ} = { x , y , χ } ,
(JTS 2) [L(x, y), L(u, β)] = L(L(x, y)u, v}-L(u, L(y, *)»)
for x, y, z, u, v^.V, where L(x, y), x, y^V, denote .SΓ-endomorphisms of V
defined by L(x, y)x={x, y, z} for *eF. Two JTS's (V, { }), (V, { }')
are equivalent to each other if there exists a .fiΓ-linear isomorphism δ of V onto
V such that
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for x, y, *<Ξ V. The trace form β of a JTS (F, { }) is defined by
/?(#, y) = Trace of
for #, je F. A JTS is called non-degenerate if the trace form is non-degenerate.
The trace form β of a non-degenerate JTS (V, { }) is a non-degenerate sym-
metric bilinear form satisfying
(1.1) β(L(x, y)x, w) = β(*, L(y, x)w)
for x, y, #, w^V.
A symmetric graded Lie algebra over K (abbreviated to SOLA), by defini-
tion, is a Lie algebra g over K with an involutive automorphism p of g satisfy-
ing the following four conditions:
(SOLA 1) g=g_ιθg0θgι is a graded Lie algebra, i.e., [gμ, gv]cig^+v
where g
λ
= {0} for λφO, ±1,
(SOLA 2) p(βμ)=β-μ for ^=0, ±1,
(SOLA 3) g0 acts faithfully on g_ιΦ {0} by the adjoint representation ad,
(SOLA 4) a,=[β-ι,βJ
Two SGLA's (g, p), (g', p') are equivalent to each other if there exists a Lie
algebra isomorphism λ of g onto g' such that
λ(SfO = 9£ for A* = 0, ±1, and λop = p'°\ .
An SOLA (g, p) is called semi-simple if g is semi-simple, i.e., the Killing
form of g is non-degenerate. Returning to an SOLA (g, p), put
Then we have the canonical decomposition: g = ϊ0ϊ> and the Lie sub-
algebra ϊ acts on the vector space p by the adjoint representation. Denote
by B the Killing form of g. Assume that the SOLA is semi-simple. Then
the restriction β|p of B to £ is a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form
satisfying
(1.2) S|χad(ΓμΓ, Y)+B\#X, ad(Γ)Y) = 0
forΓel, X9 Yeφ.
Now there exists a one-to-one correspondence between non-degenerate
JTS's and semi-simple SGLA's (cf. Koecher [8]). The correspondence keeps
the equivalence of each object. Assume that K=R. Then Naitoh [11] has
extended notions ' ^ on-degenerate JTS", "semi-simple SOLA" to notions
"orthogonal JTS", "orthogonal SOLA" by taking note of properties (1.1),
(1.2) respectively, and moreover has extended the above correspondence to
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a correspondence between new notions.
OrthogonalJordan triple system (abbreviated to OJTS): It is a JTS
(F, { }) with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form < > on V satisfying
(1.1') <L(x, y)x, w> = <*, L(y, x)w>
for x, y, #, α eF. Obviously a non-degenerate JTS, together with the trace
form, is an OJTS. Two OJTS's (F, { }, < », (V, { }', < >') are equivalent
to each other if there exists an isomorphism δ of (F, { }) onto (F', { }') such
that
for #, y,
Orthogonal symmetric graded Lie algebra (abbreviated to OSGLA):
It is an SOLA (g, p) with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form Op on t>
satisfying
(1.2') <ad(ΓμC, F>p+<X, ad(Γ)Y>p = 0
for Γef, JΓ, yep. Obviously a semi-simple SOLA, together with the restric-
tion B |t>, is an OSGLA. Two OSGLA's (g, p, < >p), (g', p', < >p/) are
equivalent to each other if there exists an isomorphism λ of (g, p) onto (g', p;)
such that
The correspondence between OJTS's and OSGLA's: (I) OJTS-*
OSGLA. Let (V, { }, < » be an OJTS. Put
where Z/= {L(x, y); x, y& V}R. A bracket product [ ] is defined in the follow-
ing way:
[(*./.?)» (*.£> w)]
for (Λ:,/, j;), (^ , g, w)^Q, where/* denotes the transposed map of/ with respect
to < >. Then g, together with the bracket product [ ], is a graded Lie algebra
over R with the grading:
An involutive automorphism p of g is defined by
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for (x, /, 3>)eg. Note that an element in p can be written in the following
form:
(*,/, -*); 2/= 2, {L(*, , «0+^K *,)}
for some #, #, , «j, e F by (l.l') Suppose
2f= Zi {L(*{, W,)+LK **)> > % = 2y {L(*y,
Then a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form < X is defined by
for (Λ?,/, — Λ?), (y, g, —y)G$. (This is well-defined.) The triple (g, p, < »
constructed in the above way is an OSGLA.
(II) OSGLA ->OJTS. Let (β, p, <» be an OSGLA. Put
and
{X, Y, Z} = -2[[X, p(Y)], Z]
for X, Y, Z e F. Then the triple (7, { } , <» is an OJTS.
Results in Naitoh [11]. (A) Two constructions (/), (II) keep the equiva-
lence of each object and are the inverses of each other.
(B) Let (F, { }) be a non-degenerate JTS and (g, p) a semi-simple SGLA
corresponding to (V, {}) in the way in Koecher [8]. Then the OJTS (V, { } , 2/5)
corresponds to the OSGLA (g, p, -
REMARK. In the result (B), β is positive definite if and only if p is a Cartan
involution. In this case the non-degenerate JTS (V, { }) is called compact.
Now we define specific OJTS's, OSGLA's, called "orthogonal Jordan
algebra", "hermitian symmetric graded Lie algebra" respectively, and give
a construction (III) of the former into the latter.
Orthogonal Jordan algebra (abbreviated to OJA) : A finite dimensional
non-associative algebra A over K is called Jordan algebra if its product satisfies
x y = y χ , x (x? y) = x* (x y)
for #, y^A. Denote by TX9 x^A, IΓ-endomorphisms of A defined by Tx(y)
=x y for y e A. An orthogonal Jordan algebra is a Jordan algebra A over R
with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form <( yA on A satisfying
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(1.3)
for ΛT, y, #e A We can associate an OJTS (F, { } , <» with an OJA (A, < >
Λ
)
by putting
and
{*, y, 4 = (Γ.
for #, y, # GΞ F. If ^4 has the unity £, the OJA is reproduced from the associated
OJTS by the relation: x y= {x, y, e} .
Two OJA's (Ay <( X), (A! y < X/) are equivalent to each other if there exists
an algebra isomorphism δ of A onto -4' such that
for #, y^A. If two OJA's are equivalent to each other, the associated OJTS's
are also equivalent to each other.
Hermίtian symmetric graded Lie algebra (abbreviated to HSGLA):
It is an OSGLA (g, p, < X) with a complex structure L on p satisfying
(1.4) ad(Γ)|t>o/p=/poad(Γ)U>, <J,(X), /„( 7)>p = <X, Y >
for Teϊ, Z, Feί). Two HSGLA's (g, p, /„, < >„), (g', p', /„,, < >p.) are
equivalent to each other if there exists an isomorphism λ of (g, p, <( X) onto
(9', P', < V) such that
construction (III) of HSGLA's from OJA's: Let (^4, < >
Λ
) be
an OJA with the unity e and (F, { }, < » the associated OJTS. By the con-
struction (I) this OJTS induces an OSGLA (g, p, < >p). Put
Then the quadruple (g, p, /p, < >p) is an HSGLA.
Results in Naitoh [11]. (C) The construction (III) keeps the equivalence
of each object and is injective.
2. Pseudo-riemannian symmetric jR-spaces
Let E be a pseudo-euclidean space, i.e., a finite dimensional vector space
over R with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form < yE on it. Let / be
an isometric immersion of a pseudo-riemannian manifold M into E. Denote
by σ the second fundamental form on M, and by V, D the Levi-Civita connec-
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tion of the tangent bundle TMy the normal connection of the normal bundle
NM respectively. The isometric immersion/ is called parallel if V*<r=0, i.e.,
(2.1) (Vfσ)(F, Z) = D
x
(
σ
(Y, Z))-σ(Vχy, Z)-σ(Y, VXZ) = 0
for vector fields X, Yy Z tangent to M. If / is an imbedding, the image f(M)
is called a parallel submanifold of E. Returning to an isometric immersion /,
we consider the following two conditions for each
NPM = {σp(X, F); X,
C2(p) : There exists ξ0 e NpM such that Aξo= — lTpM>
where A%Q, \TpM denote the shape operator for £0, the identity map of TPM re-
spectively. Let (M, E) be a pair of a pseudo-euclidean space E and a com-
plete connected parallel submanifold M of E satisfying the conditions O^p),
C2(p) for every point p^M. Two such pairs (M, E), (M', E') are equivalent
to each other if there exists an affine isometry φ of E onto Ef such that
φ(M) = Mr .
Now we consider specific OJTS's (V, { }
r
 < » such that
and construct pairs (M, JS') from them. Conversely, we also construct such
specific OJTS's from pairs (M, E). Hereafter we call these pairs (M, E) r-pairs.
The construction (IV) of r -pairs from OJTS's : Let (V, { }, <» be
an OJTS with the condition (S) and (g, p, < » an OSGLA constructed from
this OJTS. Let K be the connected Lie subgroup of GL($) such that the
Lie algebra is ad (I) | t>Cgϊ(t)), and put
Then the orbit M=K(v) is a pseudo-riemannian submanifold of the pseudo-
euclidean space J£=(t>, < >p). Moreover, it, together with the non-degenerate
metric < >JM induced from < > , is a pseudo-riemannian symmetric space,
which is associated with the symmetric pair (K, KQ), where K0= {k^K; k(v}=v\
(cf. Naitoh [11]). We call this space M=K(v) the pseudo-riemannian symmetric
R-space associated with (F, { }, < ».
Proposition 2.1. ΓA^ pseudo-riemannian symmetric R-space M is a complete
connected parallel submanifold of E satisfying the conditions Cι(p), C2(p) for every
point p^M. Moreover, the construction: (V, { }, < »->(M, E) keeps the
equivalence of each object.
Proof, It has been proved in Naitoh ([11], Theorem 5.7, (1)) that M is
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a complete connected parallel submanifold. We show that M satisfies Cι(p),
C2(p) forp^M. Denote by / the map of K/KQ into E defined by f(kK0)=k(v).
Since / is ^-equivariant, it is sufficient to see that / satisfies CΊ(o), C2(o) at
o=eKQ. Put
ϊ0 = ϊ n g 0 , m = in(g-ιθβι)
Then the Lie algebras of K, KQ are isomorphic to I, Ϊ0 respectively and the
canonical decomposition of f associated with the symmetric pair (K, KQ) is
given by ϊ=ϊ00m (Naitoh [11]). Identifying T0(K/K0) with m, in the same
way as in Ferus ([3], Lemma 1), we have
(2.2) /*(*) = [X, v} ,
 σ
.(X, Y) = *d(X)*d(Y)v
for X, Y e m. It follows that
= {<r0(X, Y); X,
This implies the condition CΊ(o). The condition C2(o) also follows from (2.2).
The second claim is obvious. Q.E.D.
REMARK 2.2. A non-degenerate JTS always satisfies the condition (S)
(cf. Theorem 3.1). Particularly in the case when the JTS (V, { }) is compact,
the pseudo-riemannian symmetric jR-space associated with the OJTS (V9 { },
2/3) is, the so called, "riemannίan symmetric R-space".
The construction (V) of OJTS's from r -pairs : Let (M, E) be an
r-pair and fix a point p^M. Denote by R the curvature tensor of M and by
cr, A the second fundamental form, the shape operator on M respectively. Put
V=TPM,
and
{x, Y, z} = R,(X, Y)z+A
σp(XtY>z, <x, y> = <*, γyE
for-Y, Y,Z(ΞV.
Proposition 2.3. The triple (V, { }, < » is an OJTS satisfying the condi-
tion (S). Moreover the construction: (M, E)-*(V, { }, < » keeps the equiva-
lence of each object.
Proof. It has been proved in Naitoh ([11], § 6) that the triple (7, { } , < »
is an OJTS. We show that this OJTS satisfies the condition (S). Take the
normal vector ξQ in the condition C2(p). By the condition C^p) it can
be written in the following form: ξQ = ^Σjσp(Xi> Y, ) for some Xh
Hence we have
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Note that, since σ is parallel, tensors R, A
σ
(t) are also parallel. Hence
all the OJTS's constructed from points p^M are equivalent to each other.
Under this note the second claim is obvious. Q.E.D.
Now we will show that the above two constructions (IV), (V) are the in-
verse of each other. Firstly we study "Gauss map" defined analogously to
riemannian cases.
Let E=E
r>s be a pseudo-euclidean space of signature (r, s), i.e., the signa-
ture of < y
ε
 is (r, s). Taking a base point we identify E with the associated
vector space. Fix integers &, t such that 0<^k^r, OfS/^s, and denote by
G(k, r\ t, s) the set of vector subspaces P of E such that the restrictions <( ) |^P
of < >j0 to P are non-degenerate and have the signature (k, t). Let H be the
identity component of the Lie group of linear isomorphisms of E which leave
^ yE invariant. The Lie group H is semi-simple and acts transitively on the
set G(k, r\ t, s). Fix P<Ξ<7(&, r; /, s) and put HQ={h<=H; A(P)=P}. Then
the pair (H, H0) is a symmetric pair. Let ϊj be the Lie algebra of linear endo-
morphisms of E which are skew symmetric for < ># and put
^o = {Aeή; Λ(P)cP} , u = {Λeή; Λ(P)cP-} ,
where P^ denotes the orthogonal compliment of P. Then ή, §0 are Lie algebras
of if, HQ respectively and the canonical decomposition of ή associated with the
symmetric pair (H, H0) is given by §=§00U. The restriction B\n of the
Killing form R to u is non-degenerate. Hence the set G(k, r\ t, s) has a
structure of pseudo-riemannian symmetric space, associated with the symmetric
pair (Hy H0) and with the metric B \ n at the origin P.
Denote by VG the Levi-Civita connection of G(k, r\ t, s). A submanifold
N of G(k, r\ ί, s) is called totally geodesic if, for any vector fields Xy Y tangent
to Ny the vector field V^Fis also tangent to N. This definition is equivalent
to the following condition: for every Q^N and every X^TQN, the geodesic
in G(k, r\ t, s) starting from Q with the initial vector X is contained in N near Q.
A totally geodesic submanifold has an affine connection by the restriction of VG.
A linear subspaces § in u is called a Lie triple system if it satisfies that [8, [8, 8]]
C8. Complete connected totally geodesic submanifolds N of G(k, r\ t, s)
through P correspond one-to-one to Lie triple systems 8 of u by the relation:
TpN=%, and consequently they are also affine symmetric spaces. (See Koba-
yashi-Nomizu [7] for totally geodesic submanifolds).
Let M be a pseudo-riemannian manifold of signature (&, t) and / an iso-
metric immersion of M into E=E
riS. The Gauss map Ύ f of / is a mapping of
M into G(k, r\ t, s) defined by
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Ύf(p)=f*(TpM)
for p<=M. Denote by σp(X), X<^TpM, linear mappings of TPM into NPM
defined by
σ,(-X)(Y) = σ,(*, Y)
for Ye TPM. Let P e G(k, r : t, s). Identify the vector space u with the vector
space u ' of linear mappings of P into P^ by the correspondence : U e h-^h \ P e u '.
Then, the tangent space TPG(k, r\ ΐ, s) is also identified with the vector space
u'. Under this identification, linear mappings σp(X) can be regarded as
vectors in Tγf(p)G(k, r\ ΐy s). Similarly to riemannian cases, we have
(2.3)
(2.4)
for vector fields X, Y of M. Thus, / is parallel if and only if γf is connection-
preserving, i.e.,
(2.5) vS(( y,)*F) = (r/)*(vIr).
Lemma 2.4. Let M be a connected pseudo-ήemannian manifold of signa-
ture (k, t) and f a parallel isometric immersion of M into E=E
r s
. Fix a point
pCΞM and put P=f*(TpM). Then the subspace δ={σί(-Y)eu/;. X^TpM} of
π is a Lie triple system. Let N be the complete connected totally geodesic sub-
manifold of G(k, r; ί, s) corresponding to the Lie triple system %. Then the image
ίyy(M) is contained in N. If M is complete, the image j f ( M ) coincides with N.
Proof. Denote by R, R*~ the curvature tensors for the Levi-Civita connec-
tion, the normal connection respectively. For a linear mapping h of TpM
into NpM, h
{
 denotes the linear mapping of NPM into TPM defined by
for Y e TPM. Since / is parallel, by the Gauss-Riccί equations of /, we have
R(X, Y) =
 σ
(X)<*
σ
( F)-
σ
( Yγ
oσ
(X) ,
(2.6) ^(X, Y) =
 σ
(X)°<r(Y)t-σ(Y)°<y(X)t,
R^(X, Y)oσ(Z) =
 σ
(R(X, Y)Z)+
σ
(Z)oR(X, Y)
for X, Y, Z^TPM. Noting that, under the identification: u<-m',
[A, [B, C]] = (BoAt-AoBt)oC-Co(BΌA-AΌB)
for A, B, Ceu', we have
=
 σ
(R(Y, X)Z)
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for X, Y, Z^TPM by (2.6). It follows that [β, [β, q]cβ.
Now we show that γf(M)c:N. Let 5 be a point of M and combine # with
the pointy by a broken geodesic g(t)=Σ j g j(f) in M. Then, by (2.5), the curve
Ύf°g(t)=Σj Ύf°gj(t) is a broken geodesic in G(k, r\ t, s) and the parallel transla-
tions of initial vectors of Ύf°gj to tangent vectors at the point 7f(p) are
contained in §. Hence the complete totally geodesic submanifold N contains
the broken geodesic Ύfθg(t), and particularly the point q. This implies that
7f(M)C.N.
Assume that M is complete. Note that 7f\ M—*N is a submersion by
(2.5). Thus the image 7/(M) is an open submanifold of N. The complete-
ness of M also implies the completeness of 7f(M). Hence 7/(M) is a con-
nected complete totally geodesic submanifold corresponding to the same Lie
triple system as N. It follows that jf(M)=N. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.5. Let f be a parallel isometric immersion of a complete pseudo-
riemannίan manifold M into E. Let f be a parallel isometric immersion of a pseudo-
riemannίan manifold M into E. Assume that there exist points p^M,
such that
(2.7)
and
(2.8) <rp(X, Y) =
for X, Y£ΞTPM, 1, Ϋ€ΞT)]fo such that /*{X) =/*(£), /*( ¥)=/*(£). Then
the image f(M) is contained in the image /(Λ^Γ). Moreover, if M is complete, the
image f(M) coincides with the image
Proof. Let E= EftS and denote by (&, /) the same signature of M and M.
Two Gauss maps Jfy 7} satisfy
Ύf(p) = 7>tf) = P , (7,
for some Pe<7(&, r; ί, ί) and some δcu' by (2.7), (2.8). Hence, by Lemma
2.4, there exists a unique complete connected totally geodesic submanifold N
of G(k> r\ t, s) through P corresponding to the Lie triple system § such that
γ/(M)cΛr, 7}(M)dN. Without a loss of generality, we may assume that
M is simply connected. Put Φ = (f*p)~lof*p> Then, by (2.8) and Gauss
equations for /, /, Φ is a linear isometry of TpM onto T}M which maps the
curvature tensor of M into that of M. Since M is a simply connected pseudo-
riemannian locally symmetric space and M is a complete pseudo-riemannian
locally symmetric space, there exists a unique isometry ψ of M into M such
that
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by Kobayashi-Nomizu ([7], Chapter VI, §§ 6, 7). Then yf, γ/o ψ. are connec-
tion-preserving mappings of M into the affine symmetric space N by (2.5)
and satisfy that (Ύf)*p=(Ύ}0ψ>)*p by (2.8). Again, by the Kobayashi-Nomizu's
argument, we have
(2.9) 7f = Ύ OΛ/Γ .
From this it follows that /^q(TqM)=/^(^(T^q)Άί) and thus NqM=N^(q)U
for q^M. Define a bundle map ψN over i/r of NM onto NMby the parallel
translation of vectors with respect to the canonical connection of E. Then
Λ]SN preserves the fibre metrics and, by (2.9), preserves the second fundamental
forms, i.e.,
for q^M, Xy Fe TqM. Since the normal connections of ΛΓM, NM are induced
from the canonical connection of the universal normal bundle on G(k, r\ ΐ, ί)
(cf. Kobayashi-Nomizu [7]), ψN also preserves the normal connections. De-
note by f-lTE,f~lTEU\e pull-backs of the tangent bundle TE by/, / respec-
tively. Then we have the canonical identifications:
TM®NM=f~1TE=MxE, TU®NU = ί~lTE = itixE.
Along the proof of the rigidity theorem in Szczarba [17] there exists
such that, under these identifications, the mapping ψ*®ψ>N: TM@NM
φΛfΛ^Γis identified with the mapping ψxh: MxE-*M[χE. Then, by the
condition that f#p =f*$°ψ*p, we have (ψxh)(pxX)=βx X for X<=E and
thus h=lE> It follows that f*=f*°ψ* Since M is connected, there exists
ceJS'such that f—foψ-{-c. The condition (2.7) implies that/=/o ψ\ Hence
it follows that f(M)df(lfa).
Assume that M is complete. Then we also have/(ΛdΓ)c/(M) by the above
result. Hence it follows that/(Λί)=/(Λ2r). Q.E.D.
REMARK. Lemma 2.4 was proved in Vilms [19] and Lemma 2.5 in Ferus
[2] for the riemannian cases. The proof of Lemma 2.5 is along the Ferus'
argument.
Theorem 2.6. Two constructions (IV), (V) are the inverses of each other.
Proof, (a) Let (M, E) be an r-pair. Denote by (V, { }, < » the OJTS
constructed from the r-pair (M, E) and, moreover, by (Λ^Γ, E)=(K(v), (£,< >p))
the r-pair constructed from the OJTS (Vy { }, < >). We show that two r-pairs
(M, E), (Λ^Γ, E) are equivalent to each other. Fix p^M and identify the
associated vector space of E with TpMξ$NpM. Let ξQ be the normal vector in
the condition C2(p). Define an affine mapping φ of E onto E by
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φ(X+ξ+(p-ξ0)) = (-x, A* X)
for X(ΞTPM, ξ^NpM. Note that 2A^ = ^ j{L(uj, Vj) + L(vj9 Uj)} for ξ =
Σj<r(Uj, Vj)^NpM. Then, from the definition of < >p, it follows that φ is
an isometry. Moreover the mapping φ satisfies
Φ(P) = " > Φ*(TPM) = 7 V , *V(Φ#(*), φ
* -
for X, Y^TPM. The first equality is obvious by the condition C2(p) and
the third equality is calculated by (2.2). Hence two submanifolds φ(M), M
of E satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2.5. It follows that φ(M)=M. This
implies that (M, E), (M, E) are equivalent to each other.
(b) Let (Vy { }, < » be an OJTS satisfying the condition (S). Denote
by (ΛdΓ, E)=(K(v), (f>, < >p)) the r-pair constructed from this OJTS and, more-
over, by (V, { } ', < >') the OJTS constructed from the r-pair (TUT, E). Define
a linear mapping δ of V onto V by
for x^V. Obviously δ is an isometry. Calculating the shape operator A
of Mby using (2.2), we have
,
 X))*, 0, -(1/2) (L(x, y)+L(y, x))*)
for Ά=(x, 0, — x\ &=(y, 0, — j), (?=(ar, 0, — ^ )eΓ
v
M". Hence, by the Gauss
equation of M9 it follows that
This implies that two OJTS's (V, { }, < », (V, { }7, < >') are equivalent
to each other. Q.E.D.
REMARK 2.7. (1) Consider the conditions C^p), C2(ρ) for a pair (M, J57).
Note that, to construct the OJTS from (M, E), it is sufficient to satisfy the
conditions for some point. Moreover, note that the assumption of Lemma
2.5 is a condition for one point. Hence, by Theorem 2.6, (a), the term "for
every point" in the conditions for (M, E) can be rewritten into the term "for
some point".
(2) Let (M, E) be an r-pair. Fix a point p^M and let ξQ be the normal
vector in the condition C2(p). Put o=p—ξQ^E. By Theorem 2.6, (a), the
function: M^Bq-x^q—o, q—oy
ε
^R is constant. Denote by c the constant
and put H(c)={q^E\ ζq— 0, 5— 0)>#— £}. If c=0, the submanifold M is con-
tained in the null cone #(0) of E.
Assume that £ΦO. Then H(c) containing M is a pseudo-riemannian
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hypersurface of E. Conversely let M be a complete connected parallel sub-
manifold of E satisfying the condition C^p) for some p^M and contained in
H(c) (£ΦO) centered at o^E. Since £ΦO, ξ0=p—o is a normal vector of H(c)
and thus of M. Note that the shape operator AH of H(c) is given by
(2.11) A»(X)=-(l/cKξQίξ>EX
for X^TpH(c)y ξ^NpH(c}. Then we have AsQ=Ag\TpM=-lTpM. This
implies that M satisfies the condition C2(p). Hence the classification of com-
plete connected parallel submanifolds of E satisfying Cι(p) for some p and
contained in H(c), £ΦO, is reduced to that of OJTS's satisfying (S) and
<V, zΛ — £. Particularly, in riemannian cases, the classification gives that of
complete connected strongly full parallel submanifolds of a euclidean sphere
(cf. Ferus [3], Takeuchi [18]).
A pseudo-hermitian space, by definition, is a pseudo-euclidean space E
with an almost complex structure / satisfying that
</(*)> J(y)>E = <x, y>E
for x, y^E. A pseudo-riemannian submanifold M of a pseudo-hermitian
space H=(E\ J) is called totally real if J(TM)dNM. Consider pairs (M, H)
of pseudo-hermitian spaces H and (dim Hβ)-dimensional complete connected
totally real parallel submanifolds M of H satisfying the conditions C
λ
(p\ C2(p)
for every p^M. We call such pairs (M, H) h-pairs. Two λ-pairs (M, H)y
(M', H') are equivalent to each other if there exists a holomorphic isometry
φ of H onto H' such that
φ(M) = M'.
Now we will give a one-to-one correspondence between Λ-pairs and OJA's
with unity. The correspondence is a special case of the constructions (IV),
(V).
The construction (VI) of h-paίrs from OJA's: Let (A, < >^) be an
OJA with the unity e. Denote by (V, { }, < » the OJTS associated with
(A, < X). Then, since L(e, e)=T
e
=lVy this OJTS satisfies the condition (S).
Let (g, p, /p, < >p) be the HSGLA constructed from the OJA (A, < >κ) and
put
M=K(v), H=(p,Jp,<>p).
Proposition 2.8. The pseudo-riemannian symmetric R-space M is (dim JEΓ/2)-
dίmensίonal and totally real in H. Moreover the construction: (A, <( Xi)-"^
(M, H) keeps the equivalence of each object.
Proof. Note that N^M= {(0, T
χy 0); x^A}. Then the first claim is
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obvious from the definition of /p (cf. Naitoh [11], Theorem 5.7, (2)). The
second claim is obvious. Q.E.D.
The construction (VII) of OJA's from h-pairs: Let (M, H) be an
A-pair and denote H=(E\ J). Fix p^M and define a product on TPM by
for X, Y e ΓjM. Denote by ^4 this algebra and put < >^=
Proposition 2.9. The pair (A, < >
κ
) w an O//4 flwJ ίfo t erfor E=—
is the unity of A. Moreover the construction: (M, H)->(A, < > )^ άiepέ ί/ze
equivalence of each object.
Proof. It has been proved in Naitoh ([11], Lemma 6.1) that the pair
(A9 < X) is an OJA. We show that the vector E is the unity of A. Note that
(2.12) J
σp(X, Y) = -AJXY
for X, Y<=TPM, since M is totally real (cf. Naitoh [9], Lemma 2.4). Thus
we have
X E = E X = -/σ,C/(f
β
), X) = -At,(X) = X
for X^TPM by the condition C2(p). It follows that E is the unity of A.
Note that, since σ is parallel and M is totally real, the tensor Jσ on M is
parallel with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of M (cf. Naitoh [10], Lem-
ma 1.2). Hence all the OJA's constructed from points p^M are equivalent
to each other. Under this note the second claim is obvious. Q.E.D.
REMARK 2.10. The OJTS associated with this OJA is the same as defined
in Proposition 2.3 (cf. Naitoh [11], Lemma 6.1).
Theorem 2.11. Two constructions (VI), (VII) are the inverses of each other.
Proof, (a) Let (A, < >
x
) be an OJA with unity. Denote by (A', < >
x
/)
the OJA constructed from (A, < >^) by carrying out the constructions (VI),
(VII) succesitively. It has been proved in Naitoh ([11], Theorem 6.3, (2))
that two OJA's are equivalent to each other.
(b) Let (M, H) be an Λ-pair and fix a point p^M. Denote by (A, < >4)
the OJA constructed from the A-pair and the point p and, moreover, by (M, H)
the A-pair constructed from (A, <( yA). We show that two A-pairs (M, H),
(M, H) are equivalent to each other. Let φ be the affine mapping of H onto
H defined in the proof of Theorem 2.6. Then φ is an isometry such that
φ(M) = $. Note that
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for X, Y(=TPM by (2.12). Then it follows that φ*°J=J^Φ* from the de-
finitionof L. Hence two A-pairs (M, H), (M, H) are equivalent to each other.
Q.E.D.
REMARK 2.12. Theorem 6.3 in Naitoh [11] is a special case of Theorem
2.11.
3. Minimal pseudo-riemannian symmetric /2-spaces
Let M, M be pseudo-riemannian manifolds and / an isometric immersion
of M into M. Denote by < >M the metric on M and let (r, s) be the signature
of M. Let {ely •••, ery er+lί •••, er+4} be an orthonormal basis of TPM, i.e.,
<*, ,*, >M=-1, O» *,>*=!, <*„ «*>iί=0 for l^ί^r,
^r+ί. The raraw curvature vector ηp at /> e M is defined by
where σ denotes the second fundamental form of /. The mean curvature
vector is independent of the choice of an orthonormal basis of TpM. The
isometric immersion / is called minimal if ^=0 for all pEΞ M. Moreover,
if /. is an imbedding, the image f(M) is also called a minimal submanίfold of M.
Theorem 3Λ.W Non-degenerate JTS's satisfy the condition (S). Fix
a real number £ΦO and let (V, { }, < » be an OJTS satisfying the condition (S).
Then the pseudo-riemannian symmetric R-space associated with the OJTS is a
minimal siibmanίfold of H(c) centered at the origin of the vector space φ if and
only if (F, { }) is non-degenerate and < y=(c/dim V) β, where β denotes the trace
form of (V, {}).
Proof. Let (V, { }, < » be an OJTS with trace form β and / a linear
endomorphism of V defined by β(x, 3;) =</(*), j> for *, ye V, Then we have
(3.1) / = -Σ. li L(elt «,)+Σ5i?+I Ufi, */) ,
where {e^ •••, e
r
, e
r+lJ •••, er+s} denotes an orthonormal basis of V for the metric
< > of signature (r, ί) (cf. Naitoh [11], (7.1)). Assume that the OJTS
(V, { }, <C » satisfies the condition (S) and that the pseudo-riemannian sym-
metric Λ-space M=K(v) associated with the OJTS is contained in H(c)
(£ΦO) centered at the origin of the vector space p. Denote by #
v
, ^
v
 the mean
curvature vectors at v^M of the inclusions: M-»t>, M-*H(c) respectively.
(*) C. Blomstrom has proved this theorem using the Lie algebra theory in: Symmetric
JR-spaces with indefinite metric, Abstracts of Amer. Math. Soc., 4 (1983), No. 4, 83T-53-
246.
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Then we have
(3.2) V^v-ίl/*)-*
by (2.11) and, on the other hand, we have
(3.3) (dim FHv = (0, /, 0)
by (2.2), (3.1). Note that the inclusion: Λ2Γ->p is .K-equivariant. Then,
by (3.2), (3.3), Mis a minimal submanifold of H(c) if and only if /=(dim Vjc) l
v
.
Now we show the first claim. Assume that (V, { }) is non-degenerate
and consider the OJTS (F, { }, β). Then, since l=l
v
, we have ί
v
^L by
(3.1). Hence this JTS satisfies the condition (S).
Next we show the second claim. Assume that (F, { }) is non-degenerate
and put (F, { }, < »=(F, { }, (tr/dim V) β).^ Then, since /-(dim F/c) lF,
it follows that <z>, vy^=c by (3.1) and thus M=K(v)dH(c). Moreover, by
the above note, M is a minimal submanifold of H(c). The converse is obvious
by the above note. Q.E.D.
REMARK 3.1. Theorem 3.1 implies that the classification of complete
connected parallel submanifolds M of E satisfying the condition C^p) for every
p^M and being minimal in H(c), £ΦO, is reduced to that of non-degenerate
JTS's. Ferus [4] has proved the theorem for riemannian cases.
REMARK 3.2. Two examples of pseudo-riemannian symmetric Λ-spaces
which are not minimal have been given in Naitoh [11]. One is the case when
the Lie algebra Q is semi-simple, and the other is the case when the Lie algebra
Q is not reductive.
Now we study OSGLA's and pseudo-riemannian symmetric Λ-spaces
associated with non-degenerate OJTS's (F, { }, (c/dim F) /3), <:ΦO. A JTS
(^> { }) over K '1S called simple if all the subspaces W of F satisfying that
\W, F, F}cPF, {F, W, V}dW, {F, F, PF}cPF are only {0} and F. Ob-
viously simple JTS's are non-degenerate and it is known that any non-
degenerate JTS is decomposed into the finite sum of simple JTS's uniquely up
to an order. Return to the case when K=R. Let (F, { }) be a non-degenerate
JTS and fix a real number £ΦO. Suppose that the JTS is decomposed into
the sum of simple JTS's (F; , { },), l^j^k, and denote by /?, β} the trace
forms of (F, { }), (Fy, { }y) respectively. Put *y = (dim Fy/dim V)c. Then
the OJTS (F, { }, (claim V) β) is decomposed into the sum of the OJTS's
(Fy, { }y, (CjldimVj) βj), ί^j^k. Hence objects associated with (F, { },
(c/dimV) β) is also decomposed into the sum of objects associated with
(Fy, { }y, (cy/dim Fy) /3y), l^j^k. Particularly, it follows that
(3.4) ( Λ , E) = ( J i , )χ - x(Λr,, Ek) ,
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where (M, E\( Mjy Ej) denote the pseudo-riemannian symmetric Λ-spaces
associated with OJTS's (V, { }, (c/dim V).β)9 (Vh { }jy fo/dim Ky) /8y) re-
spectively. Next we note that, in the construction: OJTS-^OSGLA, SGLA's
(g, p) are independent of changing the metrics of OJTS's. Hence homo-
geneous spaces K/K^ associated with pseudo-riemannian symmetric ί?-spaces
are also independent of the metrics. Under these notes, our aim is to list up
objects g, ϊ, Ϊ0 associated with all simple JTS's.
Now Neher has classified all simple JTS's over R by constructing new
JTS's from compact simple JTS's in the following two ways: one is the "com-
plexification", and another is the "modification".
(a) Complexifίcatίon. Let (F, { }) be a JTS over R. Put Vc= C®V
and extend the jβ-trilinear mapping { } into a C-trilinear mapping { }c:
VCXVCXVC->VC. Then the pair (Fc, { }c) is a JTS over C and thus
can be regarded as a JTS over R naturally. We call this JTS the complex-
ificatίon of (F, { }).
(b) Modification. Let (V, { }) be a JTS over R and a an involutive
automorphism of the JTS. Denote by V± the ±l-eigensρaces of a respectively.
Put
V- = V+®V=ΪV-CiV
c
, { }*= { }c\ V* .
Then the pair (V*9 { }*) is a JTS over R. We call this JTS the modification
of(F,
Results in Neher [12]. (1) All simple JTS's over R are realized as
all complexifications and modifications of compact simple JTS's.
(2) Two complexifications of compact simple JTS's are equivalent to each
other if and only if the original JTS's are so.
(3) Two modifications of compact simple JTS's are equivalent to each other
if and only if there exists an isomorphism between the original JTS's through which
the involutive automorphisms are conjugate to each other.
(4) Complexifications and modifications of compact simple JTS's are never
equivalent to each other.
Moreover, in Neher [13], [14], all involutive automorphisms on compact
simple JTS's have been given explicitly up to conjugacy. To list up our ob-
jects we will use his explicit results and the following three lemmas.
Let (F, { }) be a non-degenerate JTS over R and (Vcy { }c) the com-
plexification. Denote by (g, p), (gc, ρc) their semi-simple SGLA's con-
structed from (V, { }), (Vcy {}c) respectively.
Lemma 3.3. The Lie algebra Qc is the complexification of g and the
involute automorphism ρc is the C-linear extension of p to Qc. Moreover vc=v.
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Hence Lie algebras (gc)μ, μ=Q, ±1, ϊc, (Ic)0 are the complexίfications of gμ,
μ=0, ±1, ϊ, f0 respectively.
Let (F*, { }*) be the modification of (F, { }) by an involutive automor-
phism α. Denote by (g*, pΛ) the semi-simple SOLA constructed from (V*,
{ }*). Note that (Fc, { }c) is also the complexification of (F*, { }*). For an
automorphism δ of (F, { }) denote by S an automorphism of (g, p) defined by
for (x, /, ;y)eg,and by Sc the C-linear extension of S to Qc. Denote by τ the
conjugation of Qc with respect to the real form g.
Lemma 3.4. The conjugation τ* of Qc with respect to g* is given by
τ*=a
c
oΊ and, moreover, pΛ=pc|gΛ, v*=v. Hence the restrictions ofr* to (gc)μ,
μ=0, ±1, ϊc, (ϊc)0 ate conjugations with respect to (g*) ,^ μ=0, ±1, IΛ, (IΛ)0
respectively.
Proof. Note that [tf*7, τ]=0. Then it follows easily that ^cor is a con-
jugation of QC. Denote by L± the ±l-eigenspaces of the involutive auto-
morphism: Le/->αoyΌ#eL. Regard L, LΛ as subalgebras of Lc naturally.
Then we can see easily that LΛ=L+®\/— 1L_. Under this note it follows
that g*=tSΓegc; ^coτ(^Γ)=Jί}. This implies that &coτ is a conjugation
with respect to g*.
The other claims are obvious by Lemma 3.3. Q.E.D.
A JTS (V, { }) over R is called hermitian if there exists a complex struc-
ture J on V satisfying that
J{χ,y, »} = {Jχ,y, *} = -{χ,Jy, *} = {χ,y,J*}
for Λ:, y, z^V. A conjugation of a hermitian JTS (F, { }) is, by definition,
an involutive automorphism δ of the JTS such that δ°/+/°δ:=0.
This JTS (F
δ
, { }
δ
) is called a real form of (F, { }) defined by the conjuga-
tion δ. A real form of a hermitian JTS is non-degenerate if and only if so is
the original JTS.
Let (F, { }) be a non-degenerate hermitian JTS and (F
δ
, { }
δ
) a real
form of the JTS defined by a conjugation δ. Note that
(3.5) (L9)c(x9y) = l(x9.6(y))
for x, j>eF and thus (L
δ
)c=L. For/eL, denote by/*, /*(δ) the transposed
maps of/ with respect to the trace forms of (F, { }), (F
δ
, { }
δ
) respectively.
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Then, by (3.5), we have
(3.6) /*<*> = So/*oδ .
Let (g, p), (g
δ
, p
δ
) be the semi-simple SGLA's constructed from (F, { }),
(V&, { }
δ
) respectively. Note that (g
δ
)c=g as linear spaces. Define an Jt-
linear mapping Λ of (g
δ
)c onto g by
Λ((«, /,*)) = (*,./, 800)
for (x, f, ,y)e(g
δ
)c. Then Λ is a Lie algebra isomorphism by (3.5), (3.6).
Let ((F
s
)e, { }*) be the modification of (F
δ
, { }
δ
) by an involutive automor-
phism a of (F
δ
, { }
s
).
Lemma 3.5. The image Λ((g
δ
)Λ) is given by
and, moreover, Λ.°(p
s
)a°Λ.~ϊ = $°p\Λ.((Qlί)a), Λ^j)*) = v. Hence the images
Λ(((β,Aθ, A»=0, ± 1, Λ((ϊ
δ
)*), Λ(((f ,)•),) are given by
Λ(((g
δ
)ΛV) =
Λ((ί{)Λ) = tree; σcoδ(^) = δbp(A) = X} ,
Λ(((Ϊ{Γ)0) =
Proof. We show the first claim. Denote by r the conjugation of gc
with respect to g
δ
. Then, by Lemma 3.4, it follows that
Λ((g
δ
)*) = {XϊΞQ , Λo^oroΛ-1^) = X} .
Here, by easy calculations, we can see that ΛoτoΛ~1=τ,
τ=S, and thus Λo^coToΛ~
1
=^
c
oδ. Moreover, by Lemma 3.4, (3.6), it is
verified that Λ°(p
δ
)Λ°Λ~1=:δop on Λ((g
δ
)Λ) and it is obvious by Lemma 3.4
that Λ(KΠ=z;.
The other claims are obvious. Q.E.D.
Now we start to list up our objects. Compact simple hermitian JTS's
are devided into six types. They are denoted by notations: I, II, III, IV,
V, VI according to the classical ones. Compact simple JTS's which are not
hermitian are realized as all real forms of compact simple hermitian JTS's.
Let M(p, q\ C) be the vector space of complex (py ^-matrices and denote
by #(*)=*, ι;(*)=*' the ordinary conjugation, transpose of * respectively. Put
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Let gl(/>; K) be the Lie algebra of square matrices of degree/) with elements
in K. The Lie algebra Q\(p\ C) is identified with a subalgebra of Ql(2p: R)
by the injection: X+^^\Y -*( X Y), X, YsΞQ\(ρ\ R). For a sub-
\ — J: .A./
algebra g of gϊ(/>; C)y denote by $ the image by this identification.
TYPE I. Put
V = M(p, q; C) , {X, Yy Z} = XΫ'Z+ZΫ'X .
This compact simple hermitian JTS is called of type ϊpq. The trace form β
is given by
(La) β(X9 Y) = (p+q) Trace *?' .
For S^M(p,p; C), T^M(q, q\C\ denote by (5, Γ) a linear endomorphism
of V defined by (5, Γ)(Z)=SZ+ZΓ for Z^V. Then we have
(Lb) L = {(5, Γ)eEnd V\ Tr S = Tr T} , (5, Γ)* ='(§',- ?') .
Let (g, p) be the SOLA constructed from (V, { }). Then the Lie algebra g
is isomorphic to 3l(/>+<7; C) by the correspondence:
S
_r
Under this correspondence, we have
(I.d) P <-> X -> — X*, z> <H
V
 0 (Plp+q) *q,
Moreover, identifying Qc with §I(/>+ί; C)ccgI(2(/)+^); C), we have
\
(I.e)
\
Now we give examples of how to decide our objects. By (I.d), Lemma
3.3, it follows that
(9, !, I0) =
(9C, Ic, (tc)0) = («(ί+ί; C)φ§I(/.+ί; C), βl(p+ί; C), βl(/r, C)Θ8%; C)ΘC).
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Let 8 be a conjugation of V defined by S(X)=X. Then, under the identifica-
tion (I.e), we have
= S(2p,p)XS(2q,q)
and thus, by (I.e),
for X<Ξ§l(p+q; C)c. By Lemma 3.4, it follows that
(9δ, ϊδ, (Iδ)o) = (*l(P+q; Λ)θβl(ί+g; Λ), βI(ί+?; Λ),
Suppose that ^>=# and let α be the involutive automorphism of V8 defined by
a(X)=X*. Then, under the identification (I.e), we have
= J(2p)X'J(2p)
and thus, by (I.d),
a
c
oδ(*) =J(2p}X<J(2p), δop(Z) = -X*
for X <= 8ϊ(2p C). By Lemma 3.5, it follows that
((βaΓ, (Ia)Λ, ((IaΓ)o) = (βu(Aί). *>*(2p), βθ(ί; C)) .
Objects for other cases of classical types I~IV are also decided in this
way. For S^M(p,p\ C), T^M(q, q\ C), denote by [5; T\ a linear endomor-
phism of M(p, q\ C) defined by [5;
Table I
Remark
fC
(ϊδ)o
pt
t,
y+w IP,
Jpq, real form
Ϊ2P.29, real form
Ipp, real form
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Conjugation: d=κ.
0δ fδ (?δ)o Remark
(fδ)" ((?δ)Λ)o
P*
-U(2p) J(2qy\ &*(2p + 2q)
Conjugation-. δ=-κ[J(2p)',J(2q)].
θδ
(?δ)o Remark
2n*(2p+2q) 2P.29
(9δ)c
8l(2p+2q;C)
-o[J(2p)'J(2p)] spOf>;C)
-lS(2p,p)-,
S(2q,qy\
S(q,k;q,k)l
Conjugation: d=/cυ.
ϊδ (tδ)o Remark
3I(/>;C)©C
«!(/>; Λ) PP
PP
-ίS(P,J)',S(p,j)] PP
υ[J(2p)'J(2p)] 3ιι*(2/>)
-υU(2p)'J(2p)] 3l(2/»;C)®Λ
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TYPE Π. Let V—O(p\ C) be the vector space of skew symmetric complex
matrices of degree p and put
{X, Yy Z} = - XΫZ-ZΫX.
This compact simple hermitian JTS is called of type Hp. The trace form β
is given by
(Il.a) β(X, Y) = (p-1) Trace XΫt.
For S£ΞM(p, p\ C), put (S)=(S9 S'). Then we have
(Π.b) L = {(S)eEnd V\ SζΞM(pyp; C)} , (S)*=(S<).
Let (g, p) be the SOLA constructed from (V, { }). Let io(2/>; C) be the
Lie algebra of complex matrices X of degree 2p such that I(2p)X*+XI(2p)
=0/Γhis is isomorphic to §o(2/>; C). Then, the Lie algebra Q is isomorphic
to §o(2/>; C) by the correspondence:
Under this correspondence, we have
(Π.d) p^X-+-X>, v
0
•I/, 0 \
(l/2) lj
Moreover, identifying Qc with So(2p C)ccgl(4p; C), we have
-X1,
(ILe) v«-»
\
o
'l °
-α/2) ι,
(1/2)
\
Put [S]=[5(; S] for S(=M(p,p; C).
TABLE II
δ 9 Remark
I* (tδ)o
Zo(2jt2p-2j)
-ίS(pJ)]
///,, real form
7/2 ,^ real form
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Conjugation: d=κ.
ϊθ (Wo Remark
II
(βδ)c (Wc
2o(2p;C)
HP
-U(2p)] βo(2j>;O 3o*(2p)
Conjugation: d=κ[J(2p)].
(Wo Remark
IF,
((WOo
Π ,p
TYPE III. Let V=S(p\ C) be the vector space of complex symmetric
matrices of degree p and put
{X, Y, Z} = XΫZ+ZΫX.
This compact simple hermitian JTS is called of type lllp. The trace form
β is given by
(IILa) β(X9 Y) = (ρ+1) Trace XΫ*.
Moreover we have
(Πl.b) L = {(5)eEnd Γ; S<=M(p, p C)} , (5)* = (SO .
Let (g, p) be the SGLA constructed from (F, { }). Then the Lie algebra g
is isomorphic to &p(/>; C) by the correspondence:
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TABLE III
ϊ Remark
1C
Ill/7
(ϊδ)o
IS(pJ)] Ill
ty(p R) III,
III,, real form
ΠI2,, real form
Conjugation: d=κ.
ϊδ (ϊδ)o Remark
III
(W* ((fδ)Λ)o
Ill
III,
Conjugation: δ=κ[J(2p)].
ϊδ (ϊβ)β Remark
Ire
(g
δ
)c
«p(2j>;0
(9δ)α
S(PJiP,ff\
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Moreover Q° is identified with §£(/>; C)cdQl(4p, C). Under these correspond-
ences, we have the same relations (IΠ.d), (IΠ.e) as relations (Π.d), (ILe) re-
spectively.
TYPE IV. Put
v = c\ {x, y, z} = 2{(x*γ)z+(ztΫ)x-(xtz)γ}.
This compact simple hermitian JTS is called of type IVW. The trace form β
is given by
) β(X, Y) = n(XΎ),
and moreover we have
{ L = {5+Λ lΛeEnd V\ S eδoίw; C),-/ Of I | \jj; / C*ί I yg Ί \
( *^—I Cl* J M J ~~- (ύ —I U * J «f )
Let (g, p) be the SGLA constructed from (V, { }). Let δo(n+l, 1; C) be
the Lie algebra of complex matrices X of degree n-\-2 such that 5(w+2, n-\-l)X*
+XS(n+2, w+l)=0. This is isomorphic to §o(n+2; C). Then, the Lie
algebra fl is isomorphic to §o(κ+l, 1; C) by the correspondence:
/ p -(x+γy/vτ -a \
(IV.c) (X, S+ a\
n
, Y) ~ (X + F)/χ/T 5 (X- Y)/v/T .
\ -a (X-Ϋ)ΊV~2 0 /
Under this correspondence, we have
/ 0 0 -1\
(IV.d) p^>X-+-X', v^l 0 0 0 .
\-l 0 O/
Moreover, identifying flc with §o(w+l, 1; C)ccgI(2(«+2); C), we have
(IV.e)
T <-».
0 0 - 1 \
o o o 0
-10 0
0 0 - 1
0 o o o
\ -1 0 O/
For S GE M(n, n C) denote by the same notation S a linear endomorphism
of C" defined by S(Z)=S Z for Z e C".
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TABLE IV
δ
IF
— .
—
d
s(n,j)
^~U(2n)
κs(nj)
Q
§o(w+2;C)
9C
3o(n+2;C)0
δo(w+2;C)
0δ
3o(/
ί
+2;C)
3o(2w+2;C)
«o(y+l,Λ-y+l)Φ
3o(y+l,Λ-y+l)
f
3o(iι+ 2)
ΪC
δo(w+2;C)
ϊ*
3oCH-2,fi-y)
3o*(2w+2)
βo(y+l,π-y+l)
V
3o(w)0J?
(fc)o
δo(w,C)φC
(fδ)o
3°C/>^y)©Λ.
3o*(2w)φl?
3oQ>-y)ΘΛ
Remark
IV,
—
IV.c
—
IV,
IV2»
IV«, real form
Conjugation: d=κS(n, j).
(Wo Remark
3p(/-fl,n-y+l) IV.
βo(y+l;C)φ
βo(n-y+l;C)
s(j9r;n-j,k) βo(r,y-r)φ8o(n— 7— &, IV.
δo(w C)
Now we consider exceptional types V, VI. In principle, objects in these
cases can be also listed up in the same way as in the classical cases. But we
use another way here. The objects g, ϊ, Ϊ0 associated with compact simple
JTS's of these types are listed up in [Kobayashi-Nagano [6]]. Hence we can
easily list up the objects Qc, ϊc, (lf)0 associated with their complexifications
by Lemma 3.3. Next fix a compact simple JTS of these types. Then the
number of modifications of its JTS is finite (Neher [14]). Let gΛ, Γ, (f*)0
be the objects associated with the modification of its JTS by an involutive auto-
morphism a. Then g*, ϊ*, (Γ*)0 are real forms of gc, Ic, (ϊc)0 respectively.
Moreover, we can easily see that Lie algebras gΛ, (f*)0 are isomorphic to Lie
algebras g~Λ, (Ϊ~Λ)0 respectively, where g~Λ, (I~Λ)0 denote objects associated
with the modification by the involutive automorphism *—a. Under these notes
we apply for pairs (g*, IΛ), (ΪΛ, (f*)0) the Berger's classification [1] of simple
symmetric spaces. We describe only results in the following tables V, VI.
REMARK. In this occasion I would like to correct two errors in my papers
[9], [11] (Part I) about parallel submanifolds.
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(1) [9]: P 427 f 7 submanifolds-»Kahlerian or totally real submanifolds
P 435 I 13 planer->Kahlerian or totally real planer.
(2) [11] (Part I): P 95 f 11 (n+2)c, (n+2)cl(n+l)-+3c, 3c/2.
These errors have no influence on contents of above papers.
Real form 1
El
El
TABLE V
1C
El
El
El
El
Wo
(ϊδ)o
βo(l,9)φJZ
Remark
real form 1
real form 2
(ϊβ)o
«P(4)
*P(1,3)
βp(2;O®«p(2;C)
βp(2)®«p(2)
Remark
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Real form 2
Remark
Ft so(9)
(β«)c
E,C Ftc C)
((f8)")o
El F\
Fl
TABLE VI
Remark
E7c E7
E7c
ϊδ
E7c
E7c E*
E7c
real form 1
real form 2
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Real form 1
flί
*i
(8j)c
E,c
(0δ)β
Ek
B\
E)
E]
Έ]
Eί
El
fβ
3u(8)
(is)*7
31(8 C)
(i»r
8u*(8)
8u(4,4)
81(8 Λ)
8u(4,4)
«u*(8)
«u*(8)
δu(2,6)
(fδ)o
«P(4)
((fs)c)o
«p(4;C)
((fί)Λ)o
Sp(4)
«P(4;Λ)
«P(4;Λ)
«P(2,2)
«P(2,2)
«P(1,3)
«P(1,3)
Remark
—
—
Real form 2
08 (We Remark
Jϊ?
(8β)C (fδ)c ((fδ)c)o
Ff
(9«)e ((8)"
Et
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